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CONNECTING THE DIFFERENT LEVELS THROUGH ACCESSIBLE ROUTE

REINFORCING AND CREATING AXIS CONVERGENCES DEFINING THE SITE

CREATING VIEWPOINTS AND PROMENADES, VISUAL EXPANSION, ICONS

ALLOWING POLIFUNCTIONAL AND FLEXIBLE USES OF PUBLIC SQUARE 

IMPROVED CIRCULATION | TRAFFIC FLOW INTENSITY
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Extending Siedlerstrasse into a 
balcony over Schütchenmatt

Positioning the Masterplan per-
pendicular to Matinshang, allows 
a intersticial view of Shützenmatt, 
expanding the space instead of 
compressing it with the hill.

Weekly market expands now in 
front of the Reithalle and under 
the bridge, allowing to grow over 
the Schutzenmatt square

The Wettagngente is housed-in 
to a tunnel. To manage circula-
tion at this point there`s a small  
rounadout that allows pick-up 
point for the Hotel and access 
to the parking located under the 
Masterplan buildings
Service street for delivery and ac-
cess to Market & Reitschule and 
building nº12. Former Shcützen-
mattstrasse traffic is now man-
aged through the big roundabout

Big rounabout where Neubruck-
strasse and Bollwerk converge 

Hodlerstrasse is straightened and 
ends at bollwerk

Creating a real balcony over the 
site allows a impressive view over 
Schützenmatt and also to gener-
ate an accessible icon.

Satepark uses the central space 
under the bridge, as this users will 
be predominant and they`re linked 
to the existing Reitschule activity

The Aarelift offers a unique side 
view of the Langmur. Integrated in 
the landscape when it emerges 
to reach the top level, indicating 
the connection route and serving 
as an accessible icon as well.

Tourist bus pick-up point is 
mantained and moved near the 
rounabout, separating pedes-
trian and traffic circulation flows. 
There`s also a Information point 
and public toilettes under the 

The promenade along the new 
buildings is used for both café 
and pedestrians as a shortcut to 
and from Lorrainbrücke ending.  

Concerts will be possible, the 
stage will be over the green spot  
in the center  

Annual fun fair will now have more 
space

Explanades in schützenmatt now 
can extend activity or chill out up 
to the very border of Aare slopes 

Different lifts connect several plat-
tforms from top Martinshang level 
down to Reitchule and from Aare 
level to Lorrainbrücke. The first 
ones connect to different uses, 
depending on the stop level and 
they provide a direct accessible 
connection between Schützen-
matt and Alpenegg 

The inclined lift follows the Lang-
mur axis and is integrated in the 
landscape under the Aare Valley, 
offering a direct side view to Lang-
mur. It emerges when it reach the 
new building, creating a new gate-
way to Aare

Positioning Masterplan aligniation 
perpendicular to Martinshang

Straightening Hodlerstrasse and 
therefore reinforcing cultural axis 
betweel Progr, Kunstmuseum 
and Reitschule

Reinforcing Langmur axis by un-
hiding it and introducing it as a 
key connection to Aare and the 
new building
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